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Graph Neural Networks

Popular graph neural networks (GNNs) are message 
passing neural networks.

Adjacent nodes send messages to each other, which 
are then aggregated and used to update node features.



The Depth Limitation of GNNs

• To capture long range information, we need GNNs 
with sufficient depth.

• Current GNNs suffer from performance degradation 
at higher depth, which limits their application.

• This degradation is attributed to two problems: 
over-smoothing and over-squashing



Over-smoothing and Over-squashing

Over-smoothing: nodes’ features become similar 
to each other as the number of layers increases. 

Over-squashing: graph bottlenecks cause messages 
between distant nodes to become overly-squashed.

Over-smoothing causes nodes’ features to become indistinguishable

Over-squashing impedes the GNN’s ability to capture long range interactions 

Degrade classification accuracy

Unable to capture long range interactions



Ollivier-Ricci Curvature
In Riemannian geometry, curvature is a local 
measure of geodesic dispersion.

image source: 
https://starchild.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/StarChild/questions/question35.html

The Ollivier-Ricci curvature captures the essence 
of geodesic dispersion using optimal transport.

Not dependent on the differential structure

Ollivier-Ricci curvature values on a local graph neighborhood

The Ollivier-Ricci curvature on graph characterizes the 
well-connectedness of local graph neighborhoods.



Positive Curvature and Over-smoothing

A positively curved edge causes its 
nodes to have similar representation

A sufficiently positively curved graph causes 
its node features to exponentially converge

well-connected 
neighborhoods 
aggregate the same 
information



Negative Curvature and Over-quashing

A negatively curved edge indicates a lack 
of sufficient information pathways, i.e., it 
induces a bottleneck

A negatively curved edge inhibits 
effective message passing

sparsely-connected 
neighborhoods do not 
effectively propagate 
information



Batch Ollivier-Ricci Flow (BORF)
1. Find the most positively curved and most 

negatively curved edges

2. Add edges to promote message passing around 
bottlenecks, thus alleviating over-squashing

3. Remove the most positively curved edges to 
suppress over-smoothing

• Advantage: can utilize the optimal transport plan 
to find the best edges to add

• Disadvantage: computational cost, but this can be 
reduced by using approximations

Using optimal transport
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Conclusion

Ollivier-Ricci graph curvature provides a unified framework to study both the 
Over-smoothing and Over-squashing problems.

Rewiring is a natural way to better GNN performance.

Future work: Explore ways we can utilize curvature to study and improve GNNs. 


